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A STRONG MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR QUASILINEAR
PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES
O. ARENA1

Abstract.
A maximum principle for C1 solutions of quasilinear
parabolic differential inequalities which retains the strong conclusion
of Nirenberg's well-known result [2] is established.
The case of strongly differentiable solutions rather than of class
C1 is also discussed.

1. Introduction. Statement of results. Let Q be a domain in an (n+1)dimensional space (x, t) = ix1, • ■• , xn, t).
In [2], L. Nirenberg derived a strong maximum principle for second
order parabolic operators in Q with continuous coefficients. This result, as
it is pointed out in [2], can be carried over to nonlinear parabolic equations

of the form
0(;c, t, u, Du, D2u) = ut,
where Du=idu/dx1, • ■• , du/dxn) denotes the spatial gradient and D2u the
Hessian matrix of the dependent variable «=w(x, t). Moreover it is assumed that the function u has continuous first and second derivatives with
respect to the xt and continuous first derivative with respect to /.
The purpose of this paper is to find a maximum principle which applies
to C1 solutions in Q of parabolic differential inequalities and still has the
strong conclusion of Nirenberg's result.
In this way we extend to a time-dependent situation an interesting
maximum principle for C1 solutions of elliptic differential inequalities
recently established by J. Serrin in [3], that retains the strong conclusion

of the well-known Hopf result [1].
We shall consider the second order quasilinear partial differential
inequalities
div A{x, t, u, Du) — Bix, t, u, Du) ^ ut,
div Aix, t, v, Dv) — Bix, t, v, Dv) ^ vt,
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where A = (AX, • • •, An) is a given vector function of (x, 1, u, Du) and B is
a given scalar function of the same variables. By div A (x, t, u, Du) we mean
the divergence, with respect to the variable x, of A(x, t, u(x, t), Du(x, t)).
As to the structure of the functions A(x, t, u,p) and B(x, t, u,p) we
shall assume the following:
(i) the function A(x, t, u, p) is different ¡able with respect to the variables
u and p ;
(ii) the function B(x, t, u, p) is Lipschitz continuous in the variables u and

PLet QT= QCi{t = T}. Since for the main result we assume only that the
functions u and v are of class C1 in Q, we need to interpret (1) in the weak

form:

{<put+ D<f>
■A(x, t, u, Du) + (j>B(x,t, u, Du)} dx dt ^ 0,

(2)

I
Jq

{<f>vt
+ D<¡>
■A(x, t, v, Dv) + <f>B(x,
t, v, Dv)} dx dt ^ 0,

valid for all nonnegative <peC1(Q), having compact support in Qt, for
each t.
To state our result it is convenient, for each point (x0, t0)eQ, to denote
by Six j ) the set of all points (x, t)eQ which can be joined to (x0, t0) by a
downward directed curve, with (x0, t0) as initial point and (x, t) as endpoint,
namely by a curve given by the equations

Xi = <Pi(t)

d = 1, 2, • • • ,«),

where cpi are of class C° on [t, t0], t<t0.

We shall prove the following:
Theorem 1. Let u=u(x, t) and v = v(x, t) be functions of class C1 on Q.
Suppose that u=v at some point (x0, t0)eQ and that u^v in Six ¡t >. Assume
further that u and v satisfy the respective differential inequalities (1) in
S(x0,t0)>where at least one of the matrices

dA¡d(Du) or dAjd(Dv)
is to be supposed positive definite. Then u=v in S{x tt >.

Remark 1. Let us introduce the notation
(3)

KXo(p) x (t0 -

to2, t0),

where KXo(p)stands for a cube of side p and center x0, to describe a spacetime rectangular neighborhood of (x0, t0) on an (n+l)-dimensional
space.
What essentially we shall prove is that, if the equality u=v holds at a
single point (jc0, t0), under the assumptions of the above theorem, then it
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holds everywhere on a rectangular neighborhood of ix0, t0) of the form
(3) contained in Q. From this fact then it shall follow that the equality
u=v holds in S(x t >.
Actually, as it is pointed out later after the proof of Theorem 1, the
same result is valid under a weaker assumption on the function Aix,t, u,p).
More precisely we can assume that
(i') the function Aix, t, u,p) is Lipschitz continuous in the variable u and
differentiable with respect to the variable p.
Next, to turn to solutions of (1) of class W]¿2 in Q we shall interpret
(1) in the weak sense, that is in the sense that (2) are required to hold for
all bounded nonnegative functions cf>eW1,2iQ),having compact support
in Qt, for each t.2
In this case if we assume that
(iii) the functions Aix, t, u,p) and Bix, t, u,p) are uniformly Lipschitz
continuous with respect to the variables u and p,
we are able to prove the following :

Theorem 2. Let u=uix, t) and v = vix, t) be continuous functions in Q,
having strong derivatives with respect to x and t of class F¡20C.Suppose that
u=v at some point (;c0, ?0)6Ô ar>d that u^v in SiXoJo).Assume further that u
and v satisfy the respective differential inequalities (1) in S(x t), where the
matrix dA/dp is to be supposed uniformly positive definite. Then u=v in
£<*„.«„)•

Clearly the continuity assumption on u and v can be dropped provided
that equalities and inequalities are considered in the almost everywhere
sense, without essentially changing the proof.
The assumption
on the matrix dA/dp tells that the operator
div Aix, t, u, Du) is uniformly elliptic, but it is worth emphasizing that
such a condition is not required to state the main result.
To carry out the proofs we shall follow the outline'of Serrin's proof for
the elliptic case [3] ; here we shall invoke and suitably apply a remarkable
time-dependent Harnack-type inequality proved by N. Trudinger in [4].

2. Proof of results.
Proof of Theorem 1. The main goal of the proof is to show that u=v
on a rectangular neighborhood of (x0, t0), as described in Remark 1,

contained in Q.
2 fyi.i^Qj ¡s tne Sobóla space of all square
square integrable first derivatives with respect to
in the sense of distributions theory. W1,s(g) is
(|«(«a+2i"'
+ul)dxdty\
We define the

integrable functions in Q, which have
x and t. The derivatives are to be taken
a Hubert space under the norm ||«|| =
local space W\£(Q)={u(x,t):u,
Du,

u.eLUQ)}.
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To this end let £ denote the rectangular neighborhood
(3)

£ = KXo(p) x (t0 -

of (x0, t0),

rp2, t0),

p and t being chosen so small that £ is contained in Q.
We notice that as a matter of fact in the inequalities (2) we may restrict
consideration to nonnegative functions <p which vanish outside £ and
correspondingly the integrations can take place over £. So, as can readily
be seen by subtracting the first inequality of (2) from the second, the
following important relation holds :

(4) Jr

{<p(vt- ut) + D<j>-[A(x,t, v, Dv) - A(x, t, u, Du)]

+ <p[B(x,t, v, Dv) - B(x, t, u, Du)]} dxdt^O
for all nonnegative functions <f>eC1(R),which vanish outside £,, for each t

(R=Rn{t=r}).
The hypotheses (i) and (ii) yield in £
\A(x, t, v, Dv) — A(x, t, u, Du)\ ^ a \Dw\ + b \w\,
\B(x, t, v, Dv) - B(x, t, u, Du)\ <; c \Dw\ + d \w\,
where w denotes the function difference v —u and a, b, c, d are suitable
constants depending on the structure of the functions A and B as well as
on bounds for u, v, Du and Dv in £.
Let the matrix dA¡d(Du) be assumed positive definite (in the other case
the proof is carried out similarly). Then, in view of the continuity of the
matrix dA/d(Du), there exists a positive constant A such that, in £,

dA¡d(Du)^A.
As in [3], we can easily show that
(6)

(Dw)■ {A(x, t, v, Dv) - A(x, t, u, Du)} ^ - |Dw|2 -(—

4

\ A

+ ") w2

2/

in R=KXo(p) x (t0—Tp2, t0) provided that p and t are sufficiently small.
Let us now consider the nonnegative function w as a solution of the
differential inequality (4). Clearly the relations (5) and (6) allow us to
apply a time-dependent Harnack-type inequality due to N. Trudinger [4,
Theorem 1.2].
We wish to do this in a suitable manner and precisely applying repeatedly
Trudinger's result to couples of subrectangles of £ separated by successively
smaller nonempty time intervals. For this purpose, let us consider the
following, respectively increasing and decreasing, sequences {£*} and
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{/?„} of subrectangles of A:
Rt = KXoiP") X (f0 - rP2, t9--

R- = KJp')

X (r„ - -7\

P2j,

p2, t0),

v+ 1

/

where 0<p'<p"<p
and the integer v is such that »>^[1/t]+1.
Thus, in view of the aforementioned Harnack-type inequality, we have
(7)

" i
Jio-rp2

wix, t) dx dt = CPn+2■min w(x, i),

JKx<j(p")

R^

for v=[1/t] + 1, [1/t]+2, • • • , where C depends on the structure and on
the geometric constant p'/p, v and t.
On the other hand, since w is nonnegative on R and iv(x„, t0)=0, the
right-hand side of (7) is zero for any v and therefore we get
/•fo-p2/v r

wix, t) dx dt = 0,
Jto-rp2

JKxl)(p")

for*=[l/r]-H,
[l/r]+2, •••.
Letting v->co then yields

f" Í

wix, t) dx dt 5! 0.

Hence w=0, namely u=v, in the rectangular neighborhood
A-,0(p")

X (?„ -

rp2,

of (x0, i0)

?0),

with t and p determined as above and 0<p"<p.
Now the conclusion of the theorem, which is that u=v in SiXo_io),
follows by a standard argument.
Remark 2. The same result holds even if the function Aix, t, u,p) is
assumed to satisfy instead of the condition (i) the weaker one (i').
As a matter of fact, in this case the proof can be carried out the same as
before, except that when we consider the difference Aix, t, v, Dv) —
Aix, t, u, Du) it will be more convenient to write it as follows

Aix, t, v, Dv) — Aix, t, u, Du)
= [Aix, t, u, Dv) — Aix, t, u, Du)] + [Aix, t, v, Dv) — Aix, t, u, Dv)]
and then to estimate separately.
Proof of Theorem 2. The argument is exactly the same as that of
Theorem 1. As there, estimates (5) hold in the rectangular neighborhood
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£ of (x0, t0). Furthermore, condition (6) is still valid in £; in order to
check this we shall make use of the remark above and take into account
the fact that the matrix dA/dp is uniformly positive definite. Therefore,
we may apply, suitably as in the proof of Theorem 1, Trudinger's result to
the function w=v—u. This leads to finding a suitable rectangular neighborhood of (x0, t0) where w=0. Again that is enough to complete the proof

of the theorem.
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